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Skills Sheet for Caregivers:  
Middle School

Our thoughts can be overwhelming at times and cause us to feel stressed and anxious.  

As the middle schoolers in the video explain, it can be easy to get stuck overthinking and 

making things bigger in our minds than they actually are. That’s why it is important to take  

the time to pause and remember that thoughts are not facts and that we can change them. 

Changing our thoughts can help us decrease our uncomfortable emotions and manage 

difficult situations better. 

Below is a summary of the KEY SKILLS from the video.

• Thoughts are not always facts and are temporary. 

• Thoughts can be either helpful or unhelpful.

• You can practice changing unhelpful thoughts to thoughts that are more realistic  
or helpful.

 
Practice skills

• Help your child to practice identifying unhelpful and helpful thoughts and describing how their 
thoughts make them feel. 

• If you recognize that your child is expressing an unhelpful thought, encourage them to replace the 
thought with a more helpful or realistic thought.

• Model for your child by sharing your own personal examples of moments when you engaged in 
unhelpful thinking and how that made you feel.

• Use positive feedback when you recognize that your child has paused to consider their thinking. 

Start with this →

• Ask your child the following questions to get them to be more aware of their thinking:

 What thought are you having? Or: What were you thinking in that situation?

 How is this thought making you feel?

 Do you think this thought is helpful or unhelpful?

UNDERSTANDING THOUGHTS
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• Share some ways they can question their thoughts: 

 What are the facts about the situation?

 What is the evidence that this thought is true or false?

 What is the worst that could happen? If it does happen what can you do to handle it?

 Is this thought kind to you? If not, how can you be fair to yourself?

• Remember that recognizing and changing unhelpful thoughts takes practice. 

On the next page there is an activity that you can share with your middle schooler to help practice 
understanding and changing thoughts. 
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Practicing these skills helps you to increase awareness of thoughts, feelings, and behaviors 
to improve your mental health and wellness. 

UNDERSTANDING THOUGHTS

Activity Sheet: Middle School

Thoughts

FeelingsBehaviors

Our thoughts, feelings, and behaviors 
are all connected. By changing our 
thoughts, we can change how we feel 
and how we behave.

FeelingEvent Alternative/Helpful ThoughtUnhelpful Thought

Here are some things you can ask yourself when trying to change your thoughts:

• What is the likelihood that this will happen?
• Is this realistic? 
• What is the evidence that this is true? 
• Is there another way I can think about this?

Remember thoughts are not facts, and sometimes thoughts are unhelpful to us. One way of practicing 
understanding your thoughts is by keeping track of them when you notice uncomfortable feelings. Below is a 
thought log. Practice identifying what was happening at the time, what your thought was, how you felt, and what 
you did. If you notice that the thought was unhelpful, try to change it to a more realistic or helpful thought, and 
then see if that would change your feelings and behaviors.

Challenging Unhelpful Thoughts

Follow-Up 
When you notice how your thoughts are connected to how you feel, you’re gathering data about yourself. If you 
notice that certain ways of thinking are not all that helpful or lead to uncomfortable feelings, remember that 
you have the power to slow down and consider when there might be other ways of thinking about the situation. 
The skills reviewed in the additional videos and worksheets of this curriculum can also help!
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You can use your five senses to self-soothe and help tolerate intense emotions.  
Use the guide below to create your own self-soothe kit. 

You can carry this self-soothe kit with you so you always have what you need to 
tolerate intense feelings. 

MANAGING INTENSE EMOTIONS

Self-Soothe Kit

See

Hear

Smell

Taste

Touch

5 Senses One thing that makes  
me calm and relaxed is:

Stumped on what to pick? 
Here are some suggestions:

• Calming colors
• A relaxing scene
• Small picture of my favorite 

person, family member, athlete; 
or place to visit

• Listen to rainstorm or ocean 
sounds

• Recordings of funny jokes or 
comedians

• Happy or soothing music

• Good-smelling hand lotion
• Small perfume bottle
• A scented candle

• Pieces of your favorite candy or 
other treat like gum or a mint

• Satin ribbon or soft fabric
• A small pompom or pouf
• A small feather
• A stress ball
• Slime
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The more you practice mindfulness the more it will help our mental muscles 
to have better focus, attention, and awareness. You can choose from many 
activities below to practice the skills of mindfulness.

MINDFULNESS

Mindfulness Skills & Activities

Observe  
Skill

Going for a walk 
and naming what 

you see

Describe 
Skill

Participate Fully 
Skill

· Thrive for Alexa: Amazon 

· Take a Chill 

· OMG I Can Meditate 

· Calm 

· Headspace 

· Shine 

· Mindfulness for Children

Using recommended 
apps to guide you:

Counting 
Breaths

Playing an 
instrument

Paced belly 
breathing

Journaling

Listening to 
music and paying 
attention to one 

instrument

Dancing
Mindfully  

eating your 
favorite food
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